The Last Queen: Elizabeth II's Seventy Year Battle to Save the House of Windsor by Clive Irving
A timely and revelatory new biography of Queen Elizabeth (and her family) exploring how the Windsors have evolved and thrived, as the modern world has changed around them.

Let Me Tell You What I Mean by Joan Didion
A volume of 12 previously uncollected early pieces shares insights into the author's evolving literary style and includes reflections on such topics as a Gamblers Anonymous meeting, a Vegas WWI veteran reunion and a visit to San Simeon.

Martha Stewart's Very Good Things: Simple Tips and Genius Ideas for an Easier and More Beautiful Life by Martha Stewart
The premier American lifestyle expert and television personality shares practical tips and clever solutions for making life easier and more delicious such as infusing vinegar with herb blossoms and using lip balm to free a stuck zipper.

The Middle Way: Three Presidents and the Crisis of America's Global Leadership by Derek H. Chollet
Which presidents of recent times have been most successful in international affairs? Chollet, executive vice president of the German Marshall Fund, suggests that three recent presidents exhibited a sensible approach to foreign policy: Dwight Eisenhower, George H.W. Bush, and Barack Obama.

Saving Justice: Truth, Transparency, and Trust by James B. Comey
The former FBI Director and best-selling author of A Higher Loyalty, uses his long career in federal law enforcement to explore issues of justice and fairness in the U.S. justice system.

Three Wise Men: a Navy Seal, a Green Beret, and How Their Marine Brother Became a War's Sole Survivor by Beau Wise
A Marine who lost both his brothers in combat—becoming the only "Sole Survivor" during the war in Afghanistan—offers a memoir of family, service and sacrifice.

Till Murder Do Us Part by James Patterson
A woman begins to suspect that her husband isn’t actually who he says he is and a teenager has her life upended during the hunt for a missing girl in two true-crime stories from the prolific and best-selling author.